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Deer 'Mary, 

Your interesting letter of tue 5th arrived today. I do not recall 

L. 	end tae We of the name Drittel, but that you de with it seems much more 

reasonable to me than it might with most. In doin-  my own checking on the 

Oswald records, as in his pocket notebon'ew, I found 9 simple code. In no., 

that is. ror example, he had "David Crawford" in his bo'k, when he meant David 

Chendler . ant had he g-ne to the States of7ice, there'd have been no doubt or 

confusien, ';handler being the only one close to that. He hed 117 `;amp, which 

is the business of a counteeue, old-school gentlemen, nemelli, who rents formal 

attire. But, accrose the street is the old ITM and at the corner, almost next 

doer, is toe beck doer of tie '2igoli Bldg., in which limey 4aire tnen eAd en 

office. _similarly on Canal, where he had a non-existent address, 1032te This 

is so close to so many of his activities cf 	 r little federal inteeo .'Mere 

one to conjecture, it could be a meeting place, a rendezvous. 

Your work woe very clever. nave you any tentative conclusions based 
on it? Tee coincidence with Voshinin is fascinating. His Arlington, 1a., 

address is 6631 "iakefield Drive and his phone is 768, 44064 

Jimmy Robinson: I do not have the IVRTI lewflet snying Garrison was 

going to drag him in nor the poctcard. iNelther is vital, btt I would like to 

have them. I have th Fields 1/69 newsletter in which he says Robinson was the 

first man picked up, my interest. You Till see this in COM'. If you do not have 

it and Tent it, mycopy was nested up in the !nester copy, but I con get another 

for you. You mention Thunde - olt (no point in my subsribing-theytd notsend it) 

and Councillor. I'd be interested in anything you see in either on King/Ray. Lil 

subscribed th Councillor in her miaden name. 7e've got a single issue and no 

response to letters asking where it is. 

Penn's book: otters nave told me it is out. ee has cast me nut of 

his special world, so I've heard nothing about it or from him. Al Newman has 

a boek coming out in 'larch, edve-tised as the definitive tieing, under the 

Fetter (Brener) imprint, also to be distributed by Crown (vy gond distribution). 

Interestingly, an editor at Crown wanted them to do TRITEWASH in the late winter 

1964-5, about February-March, but tho top brass would not touch the subject on 

that side. Also interesting, a gebtlemen of exactly this name talked another 

p blisher, who was than reedy and anxious, out of (Icing WW titowerd the end of 

1965 when they Pave it to him for a reeling, their staff knowine him end con- 
sidering him an expert on this subject. he told them it was a bunch of s---, so 

they didn't do it. I therefore have cer'ein expectations net consistent witn the ed. 

It wil be a '10.00 bee*. Frankly, I'm sick when I consider the potential of 

Fergive My Grief III, from my recent contact with Penn and the leek of it. 

That Goldonna Tack siartin and tne call from Delles that caused Rice 

to ge taere nave long fascinated me. I think I have teis in the appendix to 

') in NO. Except for age, the two flack °artins are so alike-and the one we know 

was that day in N.0., having been pistol-whipeed by Banister end there is n 

hospital record to prove it. You kno -  that is not Is real name. If you ere interested 

in his background, I have a little on it. Name Suggs, criminal record, etc. Even 

a wild tape of en phone conversation he had with liegis Keneedy 9who was coal). 

Jack did have en ONI connection in Washington. I've forgotten thew name erd his 

office phone number. They were in a book stolen from my motel room in N.O. 4/68. 

...The ?'leery thong of which -jou write to 7aul is foreign to me... It is not 

saying much ti say that Bob Richter of CBS tried to check this GOIdonna thing 

out and got nowhere. But he did...What I have on Kikuse and tee .rinuteman thing 

which Watch he wee suspected of connection is in tae appendix to' C1U7'. You can 

get it there is you do not have it. I'll nave it done so-n. Best, 



4406 Holland 
Dallas, Texas 75219 
January 5, 1970 

Dear Harold, Gary & Paul: 

I am addressing this to all three of you, since Harold raised some 
questions regarding Robert Klause in his letter of 12/28/69 to 
Gary, Paul and me... Some of what I am going to write now, I 
discussed with Gary when he visited with me but I believe I asked 
him not to mention it to anyone so the possibility exists that he 
didn't even relate it to Harold... and, of course, it is possible 
that all my "theories" are just so much nonsense. 

I'll go back to the beginning of my wild-goose chase. Oswald 
once used the name "Drittal" and that name bothered me and Arch 
for several years. We txg tried converting it to the telephone 
dial and came up with a FRanklin number. (There is no DR exchange 
in the Dallas area) We chased everyone who had ever had the phone 
number FR 4-8825 which is in a mostly colored area of Oak Cliff. 

Last year, Arch asked me to send what we had to Shirley Orr, since 
she is good at working with tedious codes, etc. When I sat down 
to write to her, I realized I didn't have very much to offer her 
and started one last effort at deciding what was hidden in Drittal. 
I thought that if I were going to hide a telephone number in a 
name, I'd probably turn the number around first. I came up with 
the number LA 8-8473. This number turned out to belong to a 
JOHN A. CONREY at 3619 Asbury... very close to Hillcrest and Asbury 
where there was a mark on Oswald's map. (Incidentally, when we 
spent several hours studying his map at the Archives, this mark 
was the only "different" mark on the pap. All the others had been 
made with a blue ball-point pen but this one was a small round 
pencil dot as opposed to small slash marks or check marks.) This 
is one of the few marks the Commission questioned Michael Paine 
regarding. He explained that it marked a very good place to eat. 
This is really nonsense since there are Luby cafeterias all over 
Dallas and this one at Hillcrest and Asbury (across from S.M.U.) 
is by no means better than any of the others which were much nearer 
the Oswalds. 

I went out to look at 3619 Asbury and found it to be a duplex (over 
and under type) and learned that in the 1961 City Directory, the 
Igor Voshinins had lived upstairs over Conrey at 3621 Asbury. Conrey 
first showed up in Dallas about 1959 with no occupation shown but 
for the past few years, "retired" is following his name. His wife's 
name is Marie. Conrey is still there, as owner, but the Voshinins 
moved a few blocks away to Mockingbird Lane. 

In 1963, directly across the street from Conrey, at 3620 Asbury, 
were Clifton M. Mercer and his wife Dorothy. Mercer owned Lettercraft 
Printing Company and Dorothy Mercer is Robert Kaaus's mother. In 
Jack Ruby's effects was the number for Lettercraft Printing Company 
but, in the "volumes" it is shown as belonging to a radio station 
However, at the time Ruby probably wrote it down it was the Davis 
Building number for Lettercraft. Lettercraft moved from the Davis 
Building to 2615 Oak Lawn in 1963. 



The Voshinins were the only ones of the Dallas-Fort Worth Russian 
community who refused to have anything to do with the Oswalds. 
In some ways, one might even say "they protested too much." 
Natasha (or Natalie) Voshinin is a geologist and she worked for 
DeMohrenschildt for two or three weeks in 1955. She said he "is no 
businessman." Igor Voshinin is an engineer and worked for Mullen 
& Powell while in Dallas. Following the assassination, the 
Voshinins moved to Washington, D. C. They live in Arlington, Va. 
but I don't know just what this engineer and geologist are doing 
there. When they moved from Asbury, they moved to 3504 Mockingbird. 

In 1967, Jimmy George Robinson unsuccessfully ran for public office 
in Dallas... on an extreme right-wing platform. I have a picture 
of him on a postcard giving some of his "beliefs"... I'll make 
you copies of it, if you wish. 

Harold is correct in saying that all these extremists knew each 
other. Also, correct in saying that they flourish in the Oak 
Cliff area. However, do not overlook another section of Dallas... 
that is the Military Parkway area and Pleasant Grove and Piedmont 
areas. 	I have a copy of the leaflet put out by the NSRP stating 
that Jim Garrison was going to drag Robinson into the trial in 
New Orleans. If you don't have this, I'll be happy to send you 
Xerox's of it. I subscribe to the Thunderbolt, Councillor, Christian 
Beacon, etc... also to the National Guardian, etc. 

I am still practically living in the book stores looking for the 
book on the Dallas Police and Jack Ruby's girls. They haven't 
made an appearance yet. Penn's new book is supposed to be out 
the 10th of this month. 

I am so terribly far behind with correspondence... Poor Jim Schmitt 
must think I have forgotten his last letter. He asked so many 
interesting questions and I am still struggling with an answer 
for him. 

Paul, in the last bunch of things you send Arch, I found many 
interesting things... the Jack W. Martin foam Goldonna, Louisiana... 
Have any of you ever heard a weird story about a Pearl Simons and 
Sikes, Louisiana? Goldonna is probably 20 to 25 miles from Sikes!! 
Goldonna is not too far from the lake where Joe Cody crashed on 
Sunday, Nov. 24, 1963... 

I am also interested in the O'Leary who died in New Zealand but 
was buried in Dallas just a few days before the assassination... 
Why so persistent about kx not letting O'Leary know about the 
turn the investigation was taking? 

Well, I must get to work... Gary, thank you for hinting that you 
may come back to visit us again this year... We all hope so... 
And, of course, such as it is, our home is open to any of you 
who will come. 

Sincerely, 


